
Tertiary & Secondary Sources
Tertiary and secondary sources help the historical research process by providing accessible
background information, expert analysis, and a broader context that aids in understanding historical
events and developing well-informed interpretations. 

Remember to critically evaluate and assess the quality, credibility, and relevance of both tertiary and
secondary sources as you incorporate them into your research process.

1. Background information: Utilize tertiary sources such as encyclopedias or textbooks to gain a
general understanding of the topic. This helps you establish a foundation before diving deeper into
more specific sources.

2. Identifying keywords: Tertiary sources can help you identify important keywords and concepts
related to your topic. These keywords can be used for further research and searching in secondary
sources.

3. Literature reviews: Secondary sources, such as scholarly articles or review papers, often include
summaries and analyses of existing research on a particular topic. They provide an overview of the
current knowledge and can guide you to relevant primary sources.

4. Citations and bibliographies: Examine the citations and bibliographies in tertiary and secondary
sources. They can lead you to other valuable sources that were referenced or used in the research.

5. Identifying experts: Secondary sources can help you identify experts in the field who have written
on your topic. This can guide you to their other publications or provide opportunities for interviews or
consultations.

6. Multiple Perspectives: Explore different secondary sources to find contrasting viewpoints or
interpretations of the topic. This allows you to gain a more comprehensive understanding and engage
with different perspectives.

8. Historical context: Tertiary and secondary sources provide historical context that can enrich your
understanding of primary sources. They can shed light on the cultural, social, or political climate
surrounding the events or people you are researching.

9. Analysis and interpretation: Secondary sources offer analyses and interpretations of primary
sources, helping you make sense of the information and providing insights into the historical
significance or impact of your topic.
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